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 ellborn Cabinet would like to  welcome 

visitors to walk in the world of Southern Charm as 

they tour the beautiful community of Mt. Laurel in 

Birmingham, AL. home of the 2016 Southern Living 

Idea House. Southern Living has been showcasing 

homes with Southern  décor for 50 years. Wellborn 

cabinetry is happy to be featured sporadically 

throughout the home from the   kitchen to the four 

bathrooms. From the Victorian Era of the green 

cabinetry to the beauty of the Old World simplistic 

white bathrooms, this home reminds the viewers 

of a glance back in time. Feel the warmth of the 

southern crisp air as individuals tour one of Southern Living’s finest homes.  

  Inspired by the comforting warm colors of the Evergreen forest, 

the vibrant kitchen welcomes all guest to explore the world of nature while 

enjoying a refreshing iced tea. Intrigued by the 1975 June Southern Living kitchen, this 

southern kitchen reflects a trend that magnifies the beauty of using a monochromatic color 

scheme for the cabinetry, walls, and ceilings. The kitchen features our Davenport Square 

Inset beaded doors painted with an Evergreen paint from Sherwin Williams, available in 

Wellborn Cabinet’s ColorInspire program. The accessories incorporated in the kitchen are a 

spice rack pullout and a custom pantry pullout for housing all your essential cooking needs. 

The pantry pullout wraps beautifully around the refrigerator displaying a built-in storage 

space for the kitchen.  The island has  a warm, maple butcher block atop that also reflects 

back to the 1970’s trend where the kitchen was the place for The use of two different      

materials highlights the classic detailing in the room. The island features a breakfront      

cabinet designed for the chef in the kitchen to have easier access to the countertop. Above 

the iconic  island is a custom You Draw It hood wrapped around delicately with maple wood 

to add personality and warmth to the center of the kitchen. A Southern kitchen is a place where living and entertaining 

are done in the room. The echoes of laughter fill the area as meals are prepared and kids are stationed around the    

island impatiently waiting for dinner to be served.  
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All four bathrooms  feature 

Wellborn’s Maple Henlow Square full overlay 

door style coated with the beautiful Glacier paint. The free standing custom 

vanities all depict matching end panels to give the piece a simplistic yet 

classic appearance. The craftsmanship on the tapered legs designed by 

Wellborn’s You Draw It program includes stunningly constructed side  

brackets and backsplashes inspired by the old, traditional appearance of a 

southern home.  A custom shelf was built underneath all sink base vanities 

for holding towels, washcloths or other toiletries. The simplistic choice of 

neutral colors  throughout was used to keep the bathrooms appearing   

upscale but  showing a clean, crisp view. 

To learn more 

about the 2016 Southern Living Idea 

House and when tours take place, 

check out our Southern Living Portal 

on the Wellborn Cabinet  website at 

http://www.wellborn.com/

d3Apages.php?item=SLIH16. We hope 

to see you there! 

Wellborn Cabinet built two identical hutches made for          

entertaining and serving purposes. The Davenport Square full overlay and 

inset door style mixtures provide a Southern traditional theme to the      

kitchen area. The mullion doors feature a unique curtain frame instead of 

using the traditional glass or wood  panel inserts. This addition provides an 

exclusive appeal to the hutch area. Refrigerators and bottle refreshers were 

added at the base of the hutch to provide functionality. Wellborn Cabinet 

also offers an option to   cover the panel with the same door style               

represented in the dining hutch.  

Dining Hutch  

Master Bath  
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